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SUMMARY

Olivier Mesmin, Co-managing partner, Didier Bruère-Dawson, Restructuring partner and Roland

Montfort, Mergers & Acquisitions partner, were interviewed by Décideurs Magazine on July 7 2022

in an article dedicated to the future ambitions of BCLP Paris. This was also an opportunity to review

the evolution of the Paris office since its beginnings.

Regarding the Real Estate practice, Olivier Mesmin explains, “It is a historically successful firm in

real estate, particularly in London and Germany. In Paris, where the practice is growing, we will

welcome a fourth partner in this practice, while working regularly with partners and associates in

the tax, finance and public law practices”. 

With regards to M&A, Roland Montfort stressed the importance of “being constantly aware of the

different sensitivities of the core team in order to organize the team and keep it in perfect battle

order during the firm's involvement”.

The article also mentions the firm's investment in diversity and inclusion matters. Didier Bruère-

Dawson explains: “Diversity is both an issue for companies, which must take over from the State,

and an obligation internally and for their clients, who are legitimately increasingly demanding”.
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https://www.magazine-decideurs.com/news/les-nouvelles-ambitions-de-bclp-pour-paris
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MEET THE TEAM

Olivier Mesmin

Paris

olivier.mesmin@bclplaw.com

+33 (0) 1 44 17 77 69
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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